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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 10/19242

FLASH DIR CITE MEXI 1322

RYBAT PBRUMEN

1. ALAGORA-2 HAS RECEIVED URGENT REQUEST FROM PBRUMEN AMBASSADOR FOR INTERVIEW 1100 LOCAL 10 DEC. REASON NOT KNOWN.

2. ALAGORA-2 HAS REQUESTED STATION PROVIDE TECH AND EQUIPMENT TO RECORD INTERVIEW. THIS WOULD NOT PROVIDE STATION WITH INFORMATION WHICH COULD NOT BE REPORTED ORALLY BY ALAGORA-2. ON OTHER HAND WOULD CREATE RELATIONS WITH ALAGORA-2 WHO HAS OFFERED UNRESTRICTED USE HIS POUCH.

3. REQUEST HOS VIEWS ASAP AS INSTALLATION MUST BE INITIATED IMMEDIATELY IF ALAGORA-2 REQUEST TO BE MET. IF HOS PREPARE NOT MEET REQUEST STATION WILL CLAIM TIME ELEMENT PROHIBITS IMPLEMENTATION.

SECRET